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Copper – positioning, 
liquidation and spreads  
 

Copper has come under heavy selling pressure in recent days, with the metal caught 

up in the general weakness sweeping over the broader commodities complex. Initially, 

the price weakness occurred in conjunction with easing spreads, suggesting that the 

market was indeed in panic mode. Since Tuesday afternoon, however, the copper 

spreads have started to retighten.  

The latest LME COT data shows that money manager length increased over the past 

week, from just over 7% of total open interest to over 9% as of October 31st. The 

money manager short position was more or less unchanged over the same period, at 

just over 66,000 contracts, while the long position increased from 97,465 contracts 

as of the end of the previous week to 108,226 contracts last Friday.  

The price weakness seen over the latter part of last week appears to have seen dip-

buying activity increase and net spec length increase, with weaker prices being seen 

as an opportunity to enter. The scale of the price weakness seen on Tuesday and this 

morning is likely to have seen a lot of that length head to the exit, and perhaps may 

have spurred some shorts to enter too.  

The last-mentioned aspect will be particularly interesting, given that the nearby 

spreads have since retightened, raising fears of a classic bear trap. The Cash-3m 

spread is back around $65-70 backwardation heading into Wednesday afternoon, 

more or less where it was on Monday morning, yet some $10-15 /mt tighter than in 

the midst of the selloff on Tuesday early afternoon.  

LME inventory has picked up slowly, though, given the scale and duration of the 

backwardation, the LME stock movements are pretty irrelevant and, we believe, not a 

sign of an impending influx of material into LME sheds. Looking ahead therefore, 

while the copper market has experienced a pretty serious wobble, we remain 

reluctant to go short, based not only on tightness in the spreads and a dominant 

holder of LME warrants but also on a fairly decent fundamental outlook. We instead 

view the latest dip as a buying opportunity, albeit within the metal’s fairly choppy 

sideways range. 

By Leon Westgate 
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Base metals 

After a sharp selloff yesterday afternoon, the base metals complex has found its feet, 

albeit following a wave of follow-through selling this morning. Dip-buying interest has 

emerged, with good two-way activity seeing volumes pick up across the board.  

Copper traded below $6,650 this morning before quickly recovering above $6,600 

again heading into the afternoon. Following recent inflows of metal, headline LME 

inventory fell 1,750 mt due mainly to a 1,850 mt outflow at New Orleans. In other 

news, workers at the Antamina mine in Peru re-affirmed their plan to go on indefinite 

strike from Monday. Antamina has a 370 ktpy production capacity. Peru as a whole 

meanwhile expects to produce less copper than initially planned both this year and in 

2015 owing to delays and lower ore grades. While not totally unexpected, it does help 

to provide some additional support to the market. On the demand side, increased 

activity (or rather noise) from the Chinese State Grid is also helping shore up sentiment, 

though the key will be how quickly they put their development and spending plans into 

action.  

Lead crashed below $2,000 this morning, though prices have recovered from the 

intraday low of $1,955 with good two-way interest building up. Zinc has also managed 

to recover after being similarly hard hit overnight, with over 9,000 lots trading on LME 

Select heading into US trade.  

Aluminium is holding up fairly well, though the metal is consolidating rather than 

anything else. A large 27,550 mt increase in on-warrant stocks has had little impact on 

the market but is perhaps indicative of the impact of tightening spreads. The bulk of the 

increase was due to a 26,275 mt inflow at Vlissingen, though a small re-warranting of 

material there, albeit only 1,275 mt, did catch the eye. 

Elsewhere, nickel is struggling and is still in consolidation mode after yesterday’s selloff. 

Interestingly, turnover has slipped behind lead, with the market shell shocked it seems.  

By Leon Westgate 

Precious metals 

The precious metals are under heavy pressure, with silver leading the descent. Silver has 

fallen nearly 10% in just 4 days and, while it seems oversold, there is little sign that it is 

about to mount a determined comeback, with the metal still closing in on $15/oz. 

LME COT – Money Manager positioning 

 

Source: LME 
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Gold is also trying to find its feet at around $1,140/oz, though a slightly better-than-

expected ADP figure (230k vs expectations of 220k) has had little impact overall. With 

the ADP number out of the way, focus is switching to Friday’s NFP figure. The metal is 

nevertheless at the lowest it’s been since mid-2010 and remains under pressure.  

Platinum and palladium are both struggling, though, with the palladium sponge 

premium remaining well supported and creeping higher, the metal is looking increasingly 

good value as it approaches the bottom of its recent $750-800 range.  

Platinum isn’t looking quite so rosy, with the metal trading below $1,200/oz for the 

first time since October 6th. It is, however, finding some pockets of support, but still 

needs to do some work to build a price floor.  

By Leon Westgate 

Bulks 

Chinese financial steels had another very choppy session today, initially rallying before 

falling away post lunch, finally testing yesterday’s lows and then collapsing further into 

the close, ignoring improving physical billet price moves over the past day.  

HSBC China Services PMI printed down from September’s 53.5 to 52.9 in October, 

highlighting the further contraction in the property sector. The HSBC Composite index 

fell from 52.3 in September to 51.7 in October, with new orders falling from 52.3 to 

52. Meanwhile, new loans are being estimated at just RMB 150bn in October for the 

Big 4 compared to RMB 235bn in September, below consensus, if true, as lending 

appetite continues to wane in line with lower economic growth projections. 

Chinese thermal coal also traded lower, with ZZ Jan-15 falling by more than RMB 18/t, 

we suspect in reaction to yesterday’s $2/bbl fall in oil prices. The weekly BSPI was up at 

RMB 506/t, however.   

Shanghai Equities traded in a choppy session, closing off 0.42% to 2,420 points. 

Vanke’s property sales revenues were up 27.3% y/y for October, its 2nd highest 

revenue on record, potentially a beneficiary of loosening policies since late September in 

the residential sector, aligning with yesterday’s better home sales statistics. 

Shanghai 7-day interbank rates fell to 3.16%. Spot Currency traded at 6.1132, while 

the PBOC reference rate set at 6.1503.  

Shanghai Rebar Futures active Jan-14 contract closed down RMB 29/t at  

RMB 2,630/t, while the May-15 contract plummeted RMB 45/t to RMB 2,513/t. 

Dazong HRC Dec-14 futures shifted RMB 3/t lower to RMB 2,823/t, while SHFE HRC 

Jan-15 futures fell RMB 8/t to RMB 2,828/t.  

Among physical steels, Tangshan billet prices traded flat at RMB 2,470/t. The Yangang 

billet tender rose RMB 54/t w/w to RMB 2,527/t. Rebar prices remained flat in both 

Shanghai and Beijing. HRC prices remained stable in both Shanghai and Beijing. In late 

October, CISA mills dropped their output 7.5% p/p to 1.631mt, while inventories fell 

9.7% p/p to 14.143mt, ahead of winter’s construction demand slowdown. We would 

expect inventories to drop at least another 1-2mt over the coming month, with lows 

usually struck in early-Jan.  

Dalian Commodity Exchange IO active Jan-15 contract fell RMB 3/t to RMB 545/t, 

while the May-15 contract closed RMB 10/t lower at RMB 510/t. Among physical iron 

ore, RioT sold a combined PB fines/lump Nov-cargo at index plus a lump premia of  

22 cents/dmtu, up from 21.8c/dmtu last done on 30-Oct. No platform trades were 

registered, although Fe 62% basis Dec-deals were offered below $77/t, while FBF was 

offered at Nov-index less 8.5%. BHPB is believed to have sold a MAC fines Fe 60.8% 

Nov-cargo at $74.35/t, together with a Newman Fines Fe 62.3% Nov-cargo at 
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$76.55/t. PB fines at Shandong ports were selling at RMB 525/t today, off RMB 10/t 

d/d.  

The TSI Fe 62% China CFR price index fell $1.10/t to $76.00/t (MTD: $76.97/t). 

The Platts Fe 62% index dropped $1.50/t to $76.25/t, while the TSI Fe 58% index is 

unchanged at $69.90/t (MTD: $70/t). The Metal Bulletin Fe 62% index weakened 

$1.55/t to $76.46/t, while its Fe 58% index fell $0.57/t to $68.77/t. Argus Fe 62% 

printed at $78.85/t. Mysteel’s Fe 62% index dropped $1/t to $76.75/t, while its Fe 

58% index fell $1.25/t to $68.75/t. 

In IO supply news, Brazil weekly shipments rose to 7.9mt, up from 7.5mt the prior 

week. Brazil’s October monthly shipments reached a record 31.72mt, up from 29mt in 

September. Gerdau shipped 0.692mt in 3Q to 3rd parties. Kumba has warned that its 

FY profits will fall by over 20% due to falling IO prices. Tata expects that its Jharkhand 

Noamundi mine may have its leases renewed shortly, which could see Indian IO imports 

drop back. C.0.3mt was shipped from Port Hedland to India in October.   

The Baltic Exchange Cape index shifted 1.6% lower to $26,381/day, with C3 at 

$25.06/t and C5 at $9.482/t, while C4 is $12.175/t and C7 is $13.465/t. FFA 

Cal15 capes are trading in the $14,500/day range, while Nov-Dec is trading in the 

$20,100/day range.  

EU retail sales fell 1.3% y/y in September, with August revised down from 1.2% to 

0.9%. Sales appear to have grown just 0.2% y/y in 3Q, below 2Q’s 0.4% y/y levels, 

suggesting regional consumer spending is further weakening, which may further 

pressure the ECB for additional policy support. Meanwhile, the US ADP employment 

data for October came in slightly better than expected at 230k, with US non-farm 

payrolls (248k prior; 232k expected) and unemployment (5.9% prior and expected) 

due on Friday. The US trade deficit widened in September as exports slumped, 

suggesting further US growth may be crimped somewhat by slowing externals.  

For Q1:15 thermal coal prices, API 2 is trading at $69.55/t; API 4 is trading at 

$64.75/t; while Newcastle is trading at $62.60/t. Among physical deals, NEWC Dec 

traded at $61.50/t. Port Waratah Carrington Terminal is unlikely to resume full loading 

until next Tuesday (11 Nov) following urgent structural repairs.  

Zhengzhou Futures Jan-15 thermal contract prices plunged RMB 15/t lower to  

RMB 493.20/t, while the May-15 contract fell RMB 17.8/t to RMB 482.60/t, on the 

back of lower oil prices. Total port stocks rose by 0.6% to 16.02mt, while GZ stocks 

rose 2.0% to 3.12mt. QHD stocks were stable at 5.4mt. 

Premium Hard Coking Coal spot prices are trading in the $108-113/t Qld FOB range, 

with China CFR prices ranging $118-123/t. TSI FOB Qld printed at $113.30/t, while 

China CFR printed at $122.70/t. MB FOB Qld printed at $111.49/t, while China CFR 

printed at $122.50/t. The Argus Qld fob index printed at $111.43/t. 

While a few LV Dec-trades were concluded at better-than-expected levels of 

c.$125.50-$126/t ($114.50/t FOB) earlier in the week, despite rising freight rates, 

we expect downward pressures again today to arise, based on the dramatic thermal and 

steel sell-offs. BHPB is reputedly offering Indian mills Dec prices of $116/t for Peak 

Downs and $113/t for Goonyella or they could choose index, with a decision due by  

7-Nov.  

On the Dalian Exchange, Jan-15 coke price traded RMB 9/t lower to RMB 1,060/t, 

while the May-15 contract traded RMB 23/t to RMB 1,051/t. 

Among Dalian HCC prices, Jan-15 contract prices closed RMB 2/t lower at RMB 747/t, 

while the May-15 contract fell RMB 9/t to RMB 743/t. 

By Melinda Moore 
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Commodity data 
Base Metals          

LME 3 month   Open Close High Low Daily 
change 

Change (%) Cash Settle Change in 
cash settle 

Cash - 3m 

Aluminium 2 074 2 062 2 078 2 043 -12 -0.59 2 050.50 -6 1.00 
Copper 6 722 6 648 6 754 6 618 -74 -1.10 6 705.50 -96 67.00 
Lead 2 030 2 006 2 040 1 996 -24 -1.18 2 007.00 7 -10.75 
Nickel 15 700 15 280 15 800 15 210 -420 -2.68 15 155.00 -420 -63.00 
Tin 19 800 19 575 19 900 19 495 -225 -1.14 19 605.00 -245 -1.00 
Zinc 2 310 2 252 2 326 2 251 -59 -2.53 2 286.00 -43 -1.25 
          

LME inventory  Today Yesterday In Out One day 
change 

YTD change 
(mt) 

Cancelled 
warrants 

(mt) 

Cancelled 
warrants 

(%) 

Contract 
turnover 

Aluminium 4 436 575 4 421 150 26 275 10 850 15 425 -1 021 500 2 530 350 57 472 724 
Copper 160 350 162 100 100 1 850 -1 750 -206 075 31 950 20 224 317 
Lead 224 675 226 550 0 1 875 -1 875 10 225 16 650 7 51 402 
Nickel 385 860 385 860 198 198 0 124 224 91 152 24 115 643 
Tin 10 270 10 315 5 50 -45 585 660 6 6 903 
Zinc 702 525 694 600 10 850 2 925 7 925 -230 950 121 025 17 179 757 
          

Shanghai 3-month Open Last 1d  Change   COMEX Open Close Change Change (%) 
Aluminium 14020 13940 -165  Ali Feb'14 - - - - 
Copper 47050 46930 -590  Cu Feb'14 301.85 297.6 -4.25 -1.41 
Zinc 19 800 19 575 -1       
          
          

Precious metals AM Fix PM Fix High bid Low offer Closing bid Daily 
change 

   

Gold 1 145.25 1 166.50 1 175.41 1 164.07 1 168.30 -63.47    
Silver - 15.32 16.19 15.93 16.03 -1.16    
Platinum 1 200.00 1 228.00 1 244.05 1 217.55 1 220.70 -34.40    
Palladium 763.00 798.00 804.85 783.85 784.50 5.20    
          

Forwards (%) 1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months 12 months     
Gold -0.0875 -0.05 -0.02 0.0525 0.1625     
Silver 0.62 0.616 0.618 0.612 0.568     
USD Libor 0.1555 0.1991 0.23235 0.3279 0.5558     
          

Technical Indicators 30-day RSI 10-day MA 20-day MA 100-day 
MA 

200-day 
MA 

Support Resistance   

Gold 29.44 1 197.68 1 217.45 1 267.74 1 283.23 1 129.17 1 161.10   
Silver 24.01 16.59 16.99 19.11 19.56 14.89 15.82   
Platinum 30.05 1 243.77 1 254.23 1 390.25 1 414.25 1 188.82 1 218.27   
Palladium 42.07 785.48 779.37 838.31 812.03 746.97 778.77   
          

Active Month Future COMEX 
GLD 

COMEX SLV NYMEX PAL NYMEX 
PLAT 

DGCX GLD TOCOM 
GLD 

CBOT GLD   

Settlement 1139.2 15.17 758.85 1224.7 1138.9 4203 1167.7   
Open Interest 419011 176785 33853 60170 1496 94140 4   
Change in Open Interest 24579 43498 -2485 -864 230 -8602 -309   
          

Energy          
Energy futures pricing 1 month Change 2 month Change 3 month Change 6 month Change  
Sing Gasoil ($/bbbl) 96.942 -2.30 97.084 -2.52 97.444 -2.46 98.555 -2.46  
Gasoil 0.1% Rdam ($/mt) 727.25 1.00 726.5 0.75 725.75 0.00 744.5 -0.75  
NWE CIF jet ($/mt) 805.65 -20.43 799 -21.77 796.44 -20.51 801.11 -19.40  
Singapore Kero ($/bbl) 99.015 -2.05 98.724 -2.34 98.664 -2.41 98.765 -2.52  
3.5% Rdam barges ($/mt) 432.626 -9.57 430.466 -10.38 433.196 -10.39 440.258 -11.00  
1% Fuel Oil FOB ($/mt) 441.54 -9.29 439.88 -10.25 442.61 -9.73 450.63 -10.55  
Sing FO180 Cargo ($/mt) 468.814 -7.68 467.883 -8.91 466.946 -9.43 470.508 -10.45  
          

Thermal coal Q3 14 Change Q4 14 Change Q1 15 Change Cal 15 Change  
API2 (CIF ARA) 74.50 -0.50 77.05 -0.45 78.65 -0.35 80.45 -0.40  
API4 (FOB RBCT) 73.85 -0.15 74.05 -0.20 75.25 -0.05 76.75 -0.10  

Source: LME, COMEX, NYMEX, Standard Bank Research 
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Commodity data (continued) 
Bulks       
Steel—Physical Latest Price 1-day 1-week 1-month 3-month 6-month 
Turkish Scrap 80:20 (Iskinderun CFR)  $/t 321.50 -0.04% -4.71% -14.39% -11.71% -17.84% 
China Tangshan Steel Billet $/t 404.00 0.75% 1.25% -9.42% -13.30% -18.22% 
China HRC export (Shanghai FOB) $/t 478.00 -0.83% -2.05% -7.36% -8.60% -8.95% 
North Europe HRC domestic (ex-works) $/t 417.50 0.00% -1.76% 0.60% -2.91% -2.91% 
North America HRC domestic (Midwest FOB) $/t 641.00 -0.31% -2.29% -5.46% -6.15% -2.88% 
       
Steel—Futures       
LME Billet Cash  $/t 460.00 0.00% 3.08% 10.44% 19.17% 100.00% 
LME Billet Futures (1-mth) $/t 460.00 0.00% 2.68% 9.92% 18.71% 98.28% 
LME Steel Billet Stocks—change 0.00 - - - - - 
Shanghai Rebar Futures (Active contract) $/t 428.77 -1.10% 5.19% -13.54% -19.02% -21.00% 
Shanghai Rebar Futures On-Warrant Stocks—change 0.00 - - - - - 
China Steel Inventory (million tonnes) 10.78 -2.25% -7.90% -14.38% -31.82% -20.99% 
       
Iron ore       
China Iron Ore Fines  (62% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t       
China Iron Ore Fines  (58% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t       
SGX AsiaClear IO Swaps 62% Fe $/t (1-mth) 77.50 -3.33% -2.21% -19.27% -27.35% -42.46% 
China Iron Ore Inventory (million tonnes) 99.81 0.96% -3.28% -4.55% -5.04% 36.60% 
       
Coking coal       
Premium Hard Coking Coal (Qld FOB) $/t 110.95 0.00% -2.76% -3.31% -3.94% -23.98% 
       
Capesize freight       
Saldanha South Africa-Beilun China 18.80 0.00% 42.42% 40.82% 34.29% 10.91% 
       
Financials pricing       
RMB Currency 6.11 0.05% -0.39% -0.91% -2.08% 0.23% 
China 7-day repo 3.20 -16.88% 9.97% -18.78% 35.59% -24.53% 
API2 (CIF ARA) 2419.25 1.95% 2.34% 8.98% 19.33% 12.15% 

Source: LME, SGX, SFE, Standard Bank Research, MB 
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